Captain Kindness:
The Agents of Change wanted to promote kindness among their peers and younger students. They invented the character “Captain Kindness”.

Here’s how it works: Captain Kindness comes at night (after school) and gives his cape to a student who was kind that day by putting it in their cubby/locker. This is the teacher’s secret mission. The next day, the student can wear the cape for the whole day. When they leave, they will return the cape to their cubby/locker.

Captain Kindness is a superhero who travels the world and fights evil villains. Captain Kindness has a quest for the students!

Message from Captain Kindness: Captain Kindness needs help spreading kindness around the world. One place Captain Kindness would like to start is right here at Disney II in your classroom. I need an army of kindness superheroes and would like you to join my fight against evil. Every day I will be looking for kind students. Then, after you all go home, I will put one of my capes in someone’s cubby. When you receive the cape you are a Captain Kindness Superhero, just like me! When you receive the cape in your cubby you will get to wear the cape for the whole next day!

Have fun completing your quest and may kindness rule!
In solidarity,
Captain Kindness